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Abstract- - In  1980-1984, V. K. Dzyadyk suggested and modified an iterative approximation 
method (IA-method) for a numerical solution of the Cauchy problem: yl = f(x,y), y(xo) = Yo 
(see [1-31). 
In this paper, we will use the same technique ofV. K. Dzyadyk to study the approximation f the 
solution for the initial-value problem for retarded differential equations on complex domain. 
At, the end, the method was tested numerically b four different examples. 
Keywords--Interpolation p lynomial, Approximation theory, Lebesgue constants, Delay differ- 
ential equations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the advantages of (IA-method) which is suggested by V. K. Dzyadyk [1] is its high 
accuracy. Thereafter, Dzyadyk's technique has many useful applications to solve numerically 
many mathematical problems. 
In 1985, and by using Dzyadyk's technique, S. F. Karpenko [4] studied some nonlinear integral 
equations such as Volterra, Yorison and Lapanov-Lichtenistein. 
Also, in 1986, V. K. Dzyadyk and Yu. I. Romaneko [5] studied Cauchy, Darbou and Goursat 
hyperbolic partial differential equations. In 1989, A. M. Basov [6] studied the boundary value 
problem of ODE of the second order. 
In addition, V. K. Dzyadyk, A. M. Basov and M. M. Rizk in 1991 [7] gave a comparison 
between this method and the implicit methods of type Runge-Kutta. They proved that this 
method is (n + 1)-stage implicit Runge-Kutta type of order (n + 1). Furthermore, by using counter 
examples they showed that this method is better than 4-stage implicit Butcher's method. 
Also, in 1991, V. K. Dzyadyk and Ya. F. Vasilenko studied stiff ordinary differential equa- 
tious [8] and, in 1994, M. M. Rizk and S. L. Zaher studied the nonlinear integro-differential 
equations on complex domain [9]. 
In this paper, we use the same technique of V. K. Dzyadyk to study the approximation and 
convergence of the solution for the initial-value problem for retarded ifferential equations on 
complex domain. 
Finally, we test this method by giving some counter examples. 
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2. PREL IMINARIES  
Let [0,h] be a segment in R,¢0 E C be a fixed point, r _> 1,H > 0 be two real numbers 
and £r, D be two regions in C defined as 
{ (t -h~2)2 x2 } 
e~ := e~(¢0; h) = (t,x) • ~2: ~7 + ~ -< 1 , (2.1) 
where a~ = h/4(r + 1/r), b~ = h /4( r  - I / r )  and 
D := D(¢0;n)  = {z • C:  I z -  ¢o[ < H}. (2.2) 
Let fl be a compact subset of C n and AC(~t) be a Banach space of all functions f which are 
continuous on ~t and analytic in f(f l )  with the maximum norm 
]]f]]AC(n) = max If(z)]. zEfl 
Consider the following initial-value problem for retarded differential equation of the form: 
de 
d---~ = f(z,  ¢(z), ¢(z - ¢(z))), (2.3a) 
with the initial condition 
¢(0) = ¢0, (2.3b) 
where ¢(z) is continuous and satisfies z - ¢(z) • Cr, Vz • Cr, 0 < t - ¢(t) < h, Vt : 0 < t < h 
and f(z, ¢(z), ¢(z - ¢(z))) belongs to AV(fll); fix = E~xDxD. 
It is clear that (2.3a) and (2.3b) are equivalent to the following integral equation: 
¢(z) = ¢0 + f[a, ¢(a), ¢(a - ¢(~))1 de. (2.4) 
3. P ICARD I TERAT ION 
Let L:H := {¢ : ¢ • AC($r), HCHAC(S~) -< H} and define the mapping (operator) T on/CH as 
/: (TC)(z) = ¢0 + f[a, ¢(a), ¢(a - ¢(a))] da. (3.1) 
THEOREM 1. If the following conditions: 
(1) ]f(zl,z2,zs) - f(Zl, Z~,Z~)[ <_ A[[z2 - z~l + Iza - z~l], A - const, Vzl • $r, 
Vz2, z~, z3, z~ • D, 
(2) S :=2Aq<I ,  q=ar+h/2 ,  
(3) [¢oi + [[,fl[AC{n,)q < H, 
are satisfied, then there exists a unique solution ¢ • ]CH of (2.4) given by 
oo  
t*=0 
where 
¢{°](z) = ¢o, (3.2a) 
£ I  1 ¢[~+11(z)=¢0+ f a,¢[~l(a),¢Ml(a-¢(a)) de, #=0,1 ,2 , . . . ,  (3.2b) 
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and S~ 
¢ - ¢[~] ~:n -< qilfl]AC(n,) 1 - S" (3.3) 
PROOF. 
(i) By (3.1) and condition (3), if ¢ 6 ]C~, then 
{(TC)(z)} < 1¢01 + If(o, ¢(a), ¢(0 - ¢(o)))1 {dal 
<_ I¢ol + LIfIIAO(~,)Izl 
_< I¢ol + IIflIAc(~,) (a,- + h ) 
-< I¢ol + Ilfllac(.~)q < n.  
So, TICH C_ 1CH. 
(ii) By (3.1) and condition (1),(2) if Cx, ¢2 6/CH, then 
I(T¢x)(Z) - (T¢2)(z)L __ I/(o, ¢1(~), ¢~(~ - ¢(~))) 
- f (o ,  ¢2(o), ¢2(o - ¢(o)))11dal 
// , < A [1¢1(o) - ¢2(o)1 
+ 1¢: (o  - ¢ (o ) )  - ¢~(~ - ¢(~))11 Ida l  
= 2Aq l lCa  - ¢211~. 
--- S l I¢ ,  - ¢211~,  S < 1. 
From (i),(ii) T is a contraction mapping on ]CH and from the fixed point theorem [10], 
there exists a unique element ¢ e K:H such that T¢ = ¢ and given by the uniform limit 
of the sequence 
¢[01 (Z) -~ ¢0, ctJu-bl] (z) -- TCI.] (z). 
(iii) It is clear from (i) and (ii) that 
and so, 
¢ _ ¢[.1 ~c. < ¢[.+11 _ ¢[.1 ~c. + ¢[.+21 _ ¢I.+11 ~c. +""  
= S"qllfllac(a~) [1 + S + S 2 +. . . ]  
S;' 
= qilf[lac(nx) 1 - S '  S < 1. 
Theorem 1 is thus proven. II 
4.  THE ALGORITHM 
Let n be an arbitrary natural number and -1  <_ ~0 < ~1 < "'" < ~. <- 1 be nodes on [-1,1]. 
The Lagrangian interpolation polynomial for a continuous function g(t) on [-1,1] which build 
by {~j}jffi ,~  is denoted by Ln(g; ~) and it is defined by 
I% 
Ln(g; ~) = ~ g(~i)I.,i(~), (4.1) 
i=O 
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where/n,i(~) is called the fundamental Lagrangian polynomial and it is defined by 
(4.2) 
5=0 
REMARKS. 
1. If / - - \  
_- ,; _- cos . )  
then ln,i(t) can be written as [3] 
i~ ~-~; 
J~' (4.2*) 
= e_/ 1+2 (-1)kcos Tk(~)+(-1)n+iTn(~ , i=O,n ,  
n 
k=l 
where eo = en = 1/2, ei = 1(i = 1 ,n -  1) and Tn(~) = cos(ncos -1 ~) is the Chebyshev 
polynomial of degree n. 
2. If 
(2j 4- 1)r 
~ j=~=-cos  2n+2 ' j=0 ,n ,  (4.4) 
then ln,i(~) can be written as [3] 
/n,i(~) =/n°,,(') = f i  ~-  ~e3--°'o 
J~i (4.2 ° ) 
1 1 4- 2 Z( -1 )  k ['k(2i 4- 1)~r~ 
= n4-1 c°s L ~n7"2 )Tk(~) , i=O,n.  
k----1 
Consider the matrices [ai,j]id=~,n, [did]id=~,n of degree (n 4- 1)x(n 4- 1) as follows: 
a,t = a,~(n, ~t) = &,d~) d~, (4.5) 
1 
F 
d,j = dq(n,~j,¢) = /n,i(~),d~, (4.6) 
1 
where 
2 h (1 4-~t), j=O,n .  (4.7) ~?t=- l+~(s t ) ,  s t=t  t -¢ ( t t ) ,  t j=  
REMARKS.  
1. If {~t}t= ,b-,~ is chosen by (4.3), then from (4.2*) it follows that [11] 
re" ei { 1 n~'(,O = z~,,,(O dt = - -  1 + T~(,~) + S;'~(T2(,~) - 1) 
n } (4.8*) 
. [Tv+l(e) Tv_l(~______2) 4- (_ l)V+ 1 2 ] , i = 0, n, 
z/~2 
where (o = en --- 1/2, ~i -- i ( i  = l ,n -  1) and S:. = S~t(n ) :-- cos (~) , i , j  -- 0, n 
~3 n 
a~ud Tv(~) = co,(v cos - I  ~) is a Chybeshev polynomial. 
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2. If {~J}j=L~-~ is chosen by (4.4),then from (4.2 °) it follows that [7] 
1{ o2 r[~(k)= ~, i ( t )dt=~ (,~+1)+8h(,~-1) 
1 n+l  
n [Tv+l(~) rv_l(______) + (_ l )V+12 ] } (4"8°) 
+)-~ s~° L Y'$"i ~ - 1 //2 _ 1 ' 
v=2 
j(2n+1-2i)Ir i , j  = 0,•. where S~ = S~ (n ) :=  cos 2n+2 ' 
By using the matrices (4.5),(4.6), we get for every p = 0, 1, 2, . . .  a system of approximate 
solutions for (2.3a),(2.3b) at the points {tj}jffi~,, and {sj}j=~, n of [0,hi (see (4.7)) by the following 
formulas: 
[o] = ¢o, ¢[s °] = ¢o, j = 0, n, (4.9) t j  
h n ~[/~+1] = (~0 -~" (t" "k[/~] ) ,  
,=o (4.10) 
n 
h (t, = + , , 
i=O 
values .~+1] ~b[~-l- 1]LEMMA 1. The ¢,j and which are given by (4.9),(4.10) represent values of the 
following polynon~al (4.11),(4.12) (of degree no longer than n + 1) at the points z = tj E [0, h] 
and z = sj E [0,hi, respectively: 
¢[°](n + I, z) = ¢0, (4.11) 
¢'~+1]('n, -4- 1 ,z )= ¢0-F f0 z .t.,n { f  (., ¢[~]('rt, -I- 1, . ) ,  ¢[~]('rt, -F 1 , . -  .l,b(.))); o'} do', 
n , (4.12) 
- -¢o+ ~ f(t',¢[•]( n-F 1, t i ) ,¢ '• ] (  n-I- 1,ti-¢(t,)))fO [n,,(a)da, 
iffiO 
where Ln, In,i denote the transfer o[ Ln, In,~ Erom [-1,  1] to [0, h], respectively, i.e., 
~['] = ¢["](n + 1, sj), j = O, n, # = O, 1, 2, (4.13) "~["] = ¢[~'](n + 1, tj), , , j  . . . .  wtj 
PROOF. For/z = 0, then from (4.9),(4.11) we get (4.13), obviously. 
By the transformation 
2 
h (1 + ~): [-1,1] --* [0, h] ~ ~ = -1  + ~ x:  [0, hi --* [-1,1], x=~
we have 
/o' ,o 
?_: = ~ ~a~, r,i=O,n. 
Similarly, 
"' r.,~(~) d~ = ~ d,~, r , i  = 0, n, s~ = t~ - ¢ ( td ,  
and by mathematical induction on/~, we get the result. The lemma is thus proven. | 
Now, by Lemma 1, (4.9) and (4.10), we get a polynomial of degree not exceeding (n + 1) given 
by p[o] (z ~ (4.14) ,+1~ / --- ¢o; 
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n f z D[/~] [Z ~ [/~-- 1] --1]) + ~/(t , ,o, ,  ,~? ~n.,(~)~. -rnq-lk / = ~0 (4.15) 
i=0 
REMARKS.  
1. If {G}#-- ,~ is chosen by (4.3), then 
fo z T~,,(o)= rl*(~), ~ = - i  + ~- z. h da 
2. If {~j}j= ,~ is chosen by (4.4), then 
f0 z h 2 ~,,(~) d~ = g no(~), ~ = -1 + g z. 
In the following section, we will prove that the polynomials (4.14),(4.15) converges to the 
solution of (2.33),(2.3b) as n, ~ tends to infinity. 
5. THE CONVERGENCE 
If G is a continuous function on [0, h], then from Lebesgue theorem [3], we have 
IIG(x) - Ln(G; X)llC[O,h I < (1 + An)En(G)c[O,h], (5.1) 
where An := II ~0  It.,dx)lllcto,h] and En(G)c[O,h] is the functional of the best approximation 
of G on [0, hi. 
Furthermore, if G is defined and continuous on C~, ~ > 1 and is analytic in f (~) ,  then for 
any r E [1, ~), we have a bound for En(G)Ac(e~) on £r (by Bernstein theorem [12, pp. 73-75]) 
Wn(V)AO(Er, ~ IIGIIAC,Ee,Oln (~)  n , (5.2) 
where otn = (r/(~ - r))(1 + (1/rZn+2)). 
Now, define the mapping (operator) T on K~H as 
n f0, (T¢)  ( z )=¢0 + ~ .f(t~,¢(t~),¢(t~-¢(t~))) in,~(a)da. (5.3) 
i=0 
It is clear from (4.12), (4.13), (4.15) and (5.3) that 
pg~l l= fp~,  , - -0 ,1 ,2 , . . . .  (5.4) 
LEMMA 2. IfTlCn C_ 1CH, then 
¢[t,I ~[P'] I ~ 6 1 - S ~ 
- -  .L n+l K:H 1----Z-~-, # = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  (5.5) 
where ¢1~] is given by (3.2a),(3.2b), P[n~l by (4.14),(4.15), S by condition (2) of Theorem 1 and 
6= sup TO-25¢ ~:n" 
~E/Cn 
PROOF. Following mathematical induction on #, (ii) of the proof of Theorem 1, (3.2a),(3.2b) 
and (5.4). | 
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THEOREM 2. Let ~ > 1,H > 0 and ~1 = £~xDxD. If f(zl,z2,z3) 6 AC(~I) satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(1) I I (zl ,z2,z3)- l(z~,4,4)l_<A[l~2-41+l~3-z~l],  A-~o~t . ,  V~eE~, 
Vz2, z~, z3, z~ e D, 
(2) S:=2Aq<I ,  q=(ar+h/2) ,  
(3) For some e > O, we have: M(1 +e) _< H where M = max{]C0[ +q][f]]AC(n,), qHf[[AC(fi,)}" 
Then the Initia/-value problem for retarded differentia/equation (2.3a),(2.3b) has a unique 
solution ¢(z) (from Theorem 1) and the polynomia/s Phial(Z) approximate ¢(z) in the sense 
that: for any r 6 [1, ~) and for all n which are satisfying 
6n = (1 + An)an < e, 
where 
an = i+  
hold the following inequality: 
¢_  r~[.] <-[[f[[AC(n,)q S~ ( r )  n 1 - S" (5.6) 
rn+l IOn ~ + (1 + An)[[fHAC(h,)Otn q 1 - S" 
PROOF. 
(1) For all z 6 Er, we have from (3.1) and (5.3) 
/: I (T¢)(z)  - (TC)(z) l  < f(a, ¢(a) ,  ¢ (a  - ¢ (a ) ) )  
- ~ f(ti, ¢(ti), ¢(ti - ~b(ti)))/n,i(a) Idal (5.7) 
i=0 
_<(1 + An)En(f)Ac(nx)q 
<(l + An)llf[lAC(fh)an (r)nq.  
(II) If ¢ e/CH, then from (i) of Theorem 1 and (5.7), we have 
(~,) (~) _<,(~)(~), +I(~)(z/ (~)(z) 
(~)° _< I¢ol + IlfllAc(n,)q + (I + An)llfllAc(~,)an q 
< (l+e)M < H. 
So, T~(:H C ~CH. 
(III) From (5.7) and Lemma 2, we get 
[¢[.l_Pn~+] 1 Icn < sup T¢-T¢  Ic. 1 -S  ~ 
- -  Ce~:. 1 - -  S 
< (1 + An)llfllac(n,)an q 1 - S" 
(IV) Finally, from (III) and Theorem 1, we have 
I~- ~'~,11~. <-I1~- ~'~'11~. + I~"' - ~1  ~. 
S t~ ( r )  n 1-S/• 
<- [[fi]AC(nl)q ~-  S + (1 + An)[[f[[AC(fi,)an q 1~- S " 
The theorem is thus proven. | 
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REMARKS. 
1. If ~j is chosen by (4.3), then [3] 
2 ln (n -1)  < An = A* <_ 2 In (n )+1.  
7r 7r 
2. If ~j is chosen by (4.4), then [3] 
2 ln (n )<An=A~_< 2 ln (n+l )+ l .  
~" 7r 
3. If r = 1 (i.e., Er = [0, h]), then an = 2 / ( f  - 1) and 5n = (1 + An)2/(f  -- 1 ) ( l / f )  n 
4. If q < 1/2 and f l  r _> 2, then an <_ 2, 6n <_ ((1 + An)r)12 n-1. 
6.  EXAMPLES 
By using polynomials (4.14),(4.15) and on P.C. 286-AT, the following examples which have 
known analytical solutions were solved with respect o the nodes (4.3). 
Table 1 gives the error en at the last point x = h, h = I for different values o fn (n  = 3, 5, 7, 9, 11) 
i.e., 
en = en(h,~) = P ,~, (h )  - ¢(h) , 
where/z is the number of iteration. 
EXAMPLE i. 
- , u ( t )=( l+2t )  2, 0<t<l ,  
with the initial condition ¢(0) = 1 and the exact solution ¢(t) = exp(t). 
EXAMPLE 2. 
- cos(t/2) J cost, 0 < t < 1, 
with the initial condition ¢(0) = 0 and the exact solution ¢(t) = sin t. 
EXAMPLE 3. 
de(t) = 1 + ¢(t - sint) - t + sint + cost - sin(t - sint), 0 < t < 1, 
dt 
with the initial condition ¢(0) = 0 and the exact solution ¢(t) = t + sin t. 
EXAMPLE 4. 
de(t) =¢( t - s in t ) -¢ ( t )+2ts in t - s in  2 t+2t ,  0<t<l ,  
dt 
with the initial condition ¢(0) = 1 and the exact solution ¢(t) = 1 + t 2. 
Table 1. 
n enofEX 1 enofEX2 enofEX3 enofEX4 
3 04 1.26948E-04 04 4.69856E-05 02 6.46277E-05 22 4.44089E-16 
5 05 2.97938E-08 03 4.80585E-08 03 7.02013E-09 
7 06 1.29888E-10 03 1.33704E- 12 04 1.06639E-11 
9 08 2.19824E- 13 04 7.21645E-15 05 6.21725E-15 
11 i0 4.44089E- 16 01 1.11022E-16 ; 04 2.22045E- 16 
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